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NC State Bar Association Lawsuit Against Vaccine Rights Attorney
Alan Phillips (https://www.ageofautism.com/2018/09/nc-state-barassociation-lawsuit-against-vaccine-rights-attorney-alanphillips.html)
In May 2018, the NC State Bar filed a lawsuit against the nation's
leading Vaccine Rights Attorney, Alan Phillips, J.D.
(http://www.vaccinerights.com) (NC is "Vaccine Central" in the
pharma world.) Alan claims the lawsuit is illegal. Meanwhile, the Bar
is suppressing multiple complaints against Bar attorneys.
The North Carolina State Bar, the agency that licenses NC
attorneys, has taken the unprecedented step of filing a lawsuit
against the nation’s leading vaccine rights attorney, Alan Phillips, J.D., to force Phillips to hand over years of his clients’ files or risk being jailed
for civil contempt.
(http://www.rescuepost.com/.a/6a00d8357f3f2969e2022ad3b1b19c200b-pi)

Attorney Phillips is the nation’s leading Vaccine Rights attorney, the only attorney whose practice is focused solely on vaccine exemptions and
vaccine legislative activism, and who works with clients, attorneys, legislators and activists nationally in virtually every possible U.S. exemption
setting.[1] North Carolina is known as “Vaccine Central” for its award-winning vaccine companies.[2] So, it’s not surprising that the NC State Bar
is going after Phillips, with what Phillips claims are invented facts and law in a series of steps that appear to have been designed from the start
to disbar Phillips, for helping people legally avoid vaccines. This is not just a personal attack against Phillips, it’s an attack on the entire vaccine
awareness movement, given Phillips’ unique role in helping clients nationally with exemptions and legislative activism! So, please 1) share this
story far and wide, 2) sign the petition linked below, 3) donate to support Phillips’ legal defense fund, and 4) stay tuned for updates to this story!

(links below)
BASELESS ATTACK
The NC Bar’s lawsuit and underlying investigation are both unlawful for several reasons, according to Phillips. First, the
Bar lacks the legally-required “allegation of misconduct.” That’s right, they are not even claiming Phillips actually did
anything wrong, in which case (or should we say, “witch case”?) there is no legal basis for the investigation or lawsuit!
There is also a blatant conflict of interest, Phillips points out, as he filed a good-faith complaint against State Bar
attorneys for their fabrication of facts and law in a February 2017 “Letter of Warning” to Phillips. NC Bar attorneys can’t
lawfully investigate Phillips while Phillips has an unresolved complaint open against Bar attorneys; both matters must be
addressed by outside, independent people to avoid the obvious conflicts of interest. But the NC Bar is ignoring that
conflict; it is suppressing Phillips’ complaint against Bar attorneys, and aggressively pursuing Phillips.
Phillips is not alone in his claim that NC Bar attorneys have engaged in serious misconduct. His complaint against NC Bar
attorneys is supported by two independent legal experts, and Phillips’ own preliminary investigation has turned up other
witnesses to NC Bar officials fabricating facts, and other attorneys who claim they were disbarred based on facts invented by NC Bar attorneys.
So, there appears to be a very serious problem at the NC State Bar!
And Phillips isn’t the only one who has filed a complaint against NC Bar attorneys! Several organizations around the country have also filed
complaints in recent months, based on contradictions between a NC Bar letter and other information posted on the Internet. NC Bar officials are
suppressing these complaints as well—again, avoiding scrutiny of their own actions. Yet, they continue to pass judgment on other NC attorneys.
More than just a little ironic.

Finally, according to Phillips, the NC State Bar’s demand for years of Phillips’ clients’ files amounts to an unlawful “fishing
expedition.” That’s a legal term for digging around in private information or documents to see if you can find something
wrong, without a legitimate basis for having access to the information in the first place. It violates Constitutional due process.
And this “expedition” would be particularly egregious, as it would violate hundreds of Phillips’ clients’ privacy rights based on
the most sacred of legal tenets, the attorney-client privilege.
Phillips fears the court may rubber-stamp the Bar’s unlawful demand, as courts sometimes do with government entities and
powerful private persons. But Phillips also believes there is an out-of-the-box solution to the problem that involves putting a public spotlight on
the matter, to expose publicly the NC Bar’s misdeeds, on the theory that “even a bad person will do the right thing when there’s a spotlight on
them…” For example, Phillips founded a new non-profit, Bar Watch, Inc., to put a light on the NC Bar attorneys’ misconduct, and to garner
support for a proper investigation of the NC Bar. But your help is needed to power that light!
A summary and detailed description of the NC State Bar saga are available at the new Bar Watch, Inc. website: https://BarWatchOnline.org
(https://barwatchonline.org/).In response, Alan and Vaccine Rights Activists nationally are taking steps to put a spotlight on the Bar corruption, to
save Alan's law license and career. We need your help now! Please:
1) Sign the petition below, and share this email quickly and widely. We must *multiply* petition numbers to get the attention of NC officials!
Petition for non-attorneys:
https://www.change.org/p/no-attorney-is-above-the-law (https://www.change.org/p/no-attorney-is-above-the-law)
Petition for attorneys, only:
https://www.change.org/p/investigate-the-nc-bar (https://www.change.org/p/investigate-the-nc-bar)
And then:
2) Contact Alan if you're willing to help organize upcoming "national spotlight" activities (alan@vaccinerights.com). (Tell Alan what state you're in
and whether you're a former client.) Things are about to get real interesting...

Meanwhile, the original story is here:
https://mailchi.mp/331218a4221d/revised-nc-bar-witch-hunt-article-and-links (https://mailchi.mp/331218a4221d/revised-nc-bar-witch-huntarticle-and-links)
and here:
https://BarWatchOnline.org (https://BarWatchOnline.org)
Finally, a Recap and Update on the NC Bar Lawsuit:
May 2018: The NC State Bar sues Attorney Phillips (unlawfully, according to Phillips) demanding years of confidential client files. If Alan defies a
court order, he can go to jail for civil contempt. The Bar demanded a hearing immediately!
June 2018: The Bar agreed to postpone a hearing until after Alan Responded to their Petition. The Response was filed in July.
September 2018: The Bar postponed the hearing again, to conduct "discovery"--a catch-all phrase for getting information and documents.
Hearing this fall or in early 2019?
Alan's response to discovery: According to Alan, NC Bar attorneys made up facts and law to issue a fake warning letter in 2017, and they are
unlawfully demanding client files, while unlawfully suppressing good-faith complaints against themselves. Should Alan cooperate with these
people? We'll see...
July - Present: A group of 270+ clients are looking for representation to intervene into the lawsuit, to protect their confidential client information.
They have rights, too! Other interventions are possible as well...
Coming: Other steps are in the works to address this issue in even bigger ways. Stay tuned, your help will be needed!
Alan Phillips, J.D.
Vaccine Rights Attorney (http://www.vaccinerights.com)
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Comments

@Bill,
I personally believe many of the most powerful shareholders of the major corporations including pharmaceutical giants and the "healthcare"
industry would still want mandatory vaccines with about the same safety record (whatever keeps the public in the dark, taking "their" vaccines,
buying drugs etc. for the "side effects", and not en masse pulling out the pitchforks) even if a better record is possible (but I'm not confident that
is the case) whether produced by government, "non-profits" "regulated" by government, or "private" corporations already "regulated" by
government.

